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A REALITY CHECK FOR DATA SNOOPING
BY HALBERTWHITE1

Data snoopingoccurswhen a givenset of data is used more than once for purposesof
inferenceor model selection.Whensuch data reuse occurs,there is alwaysthe possibility
that any satisfactoryresults obtainedmay simplybe due to chance rather than to any
meritinherentin the methodyieldingthe results.This problemis practicallyunavoidable
m the analysisof time-seriesdata, as typicallyonly a single historymeasuringa given
phenomenonof interest is availablefor analysis.It is widelyacknowledgedby empirical
researchersthat data snoopingis a dangerouspracticeto be avoided,but in fact it is
endemic. The main problemhas been a lack of sufficientlysimple practicalmethods
capable of assessingthe potential dangersof data snoopingin a given situation.Our
purposehere is to providesuch methods by specifyinga straightforward
procedurefor
testing the null hypothesisthat the best model encounteredin a specificationsearchhas
no predictivesuperiorityover a givenbenchmarkmodel.This permitsdata snoopingto be
undertakenwith some degree of confidencethat one will not mistakeresultsthat could
have been generatedby chancefor genuinelygood results.
KEYwORDS: Data mining,multiplehypothesistesting, bootstrap,forecast evaluation,
model selection,prediction.

1. INTRODUCTION

WHENEVERA "GOOD"FORECASTING
MODELiS obtainedby an

extensivespecification search, there is alwaysthe danger that the observedgood performance
resultsnot from actualforecastingability,but is insteadjust luck. Even when no
exploitableforecastingrelationexists,lookinglong enoughand hardenoughat a
given set of data will often reveal one or more forecastingmodels that look
good, but are in fact useless.
This is analogousto the fact that if one sequentiallyflips a sufficientlylarge
number of coins, a coin that always comes up heads can emerge with high
likelihood.More colorfully,it is like runningthe newsletterscam:One selects a
large numberof individualsto receive a free copy of a stock marketnewsletter;
to half the groupone predictsthe marketwill go up next week; to the other, that
the marketwill go down.The next week, one sends the free newsletteronly to
those who receivedthe correctprediction;again,half are told the marketwill go
up and half down. The process is repeated ad libitum. After several months
1The author is grateful to the editor, three anonymousreferees, Paul Churchland,Frank
Diebold,DimitrisPolitis,Ryan Sullivan,and JosephYukichfor helpfulcomments,and to Douglas
Stone of NicholasApplegateCapitalManagementfor helpingto focus my attentionon this topic.
All errorsare the author'sresponsibility.Supportfor this researchwas providedby NeuralNetR&D
Associates and QuantMetricsR&D Associates,LLC. Computerimplementationsof the methods
describedin this paperare coveredby U.S. Patent5,893,069.
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there can still be a ratherlargegroupwho have receivedperfectpredictions,and
who might pay for such "good"forecasts.
Also problematic is the mutual fund or investment advisory service that
includes past performanceinformationas part of their solicitation.Is the past
performancethe result of skill or luck?
These are all examples of "data snooping."Concern with this issue has a
noble history.In a remarkablepaper appearingin the firstvolume of Econometrica, Cowles (1933) used simulations to study whether investment advisory
services performedbetter than chance, relative to the market.More recently,
resultingbiases and associatedill effects from data snoopingwere brought to
the attention of a wide audience and well documentedby Lo and MacKinley
(1990). Because of these difficulties,it is widely acknowledgedthat data snooping is a dangerouspractice to be avoided;but researchersstill routinelydata
snoop. There is often no other choice for the analysisof time-series data, as
typicallyonly a single historyfor a given phenomenonof interest is available.
Data snooping is also known as data mining. Although data mining has
recentlyacquiredpositive connotationsas a means of extractingvaluable relationshipsfrom masses of data, the negative connotationsarisingfrom the ease
with which naive practitionersmay mistakethe spuriousfor the substantiveare
more familiar to econometricians and statisticians. Leamer (1978, 1983) has

been a leader in pointing out these dangers,proposingmethods for evaluating
the fragilityof the relationshipsobtainedby data mining.Other relevantworkis
that of Mayer (1980), Miller (1981), Cox (1982), Lovell (1983), Potscher (1991),
Dufour, Ghysels, and Hall (1994), Chatfield (1995), Kabaila (1995), and Hoover

and Perez (1998). Each examines issues of model selection in the context of
specificationsearches,with specific attention to issues of inference. Recently,
computerscientistshave become concernedwith the potentialadverseeffects of
data mining.An informativeconsiderationof problemsof model selection and
inferencefrom this perspectiveis that of Jensen and Cohen (2000).
Nevertheless,none of these studies providesa rigorouslyfounded, generally
applicablemethod for testing the null hypothesisthat the best model encountered duringa specificationsearch has no predictivesuperiorityover a benchmark model. The purpose of this paper is to providejust such a method. This
permitsdata snooping/miningto be undertakenwith some degree of confidence
that one will not mistakeresults that could have been generatedby chance for
genuinelygood results.
Our null hypothesisis formulatedas a multiplehypothesis,the intersectionof
1 one-sided hypotheses,where 1 is the numberof models considered.As such,
bounds on the p-value for tests of the null can be constructed using the
Bonferroniinequality(e.g. Savin (1980)) and its improvementsvia the unionintersection principle (Roy (1953)) or other methods (e.g. Hochberg (1988),
Hommel (1989)). Resampling-basedmethods for implementingsuch tests are
treated by Westfall and Young (1993). Nevertheless, as Hand (1998, p. 115)

points out, "these [multiplecomparisonapproaches]were not designedfor the
sheer numbersof candidatepatternsgeneratedby data mining.This is an area
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that would benefit from some carefulthought."Thus, our goal is a method that
does not rely on such bounds,but that directlydelivers,at least asymptotically,
appropriatep-values.
In taking this approach,we seek to control the simultaneousrate of error
under the null hypothesis.As pointed out by a referee, one may alternatively
wish to control the average rate of error (i.e., the frequencyat which we find
"better"models). Which is preferred can be a matter of taste; Miller (1981,
Chapter 1) provides further discussion.Because our interest here focuses on
selectingand using an apparentlybest model, ratherthanjust askingwhetheror
not a model better than the benchmarkmay exist, we adopt the more stringent
approachof controllingthe simultaneousrate of error.Nevertheless,the results
presented here are also relevant for controlling-averageerror rates, if this is
desired.
2.

THEORY

2.a The Basic Framework

We build on recent work of Diebold and Mariano (1995) and West (1996)
regardingtesting hypotheses about predictiveability. Our usage and notation
will be similar.
Predictibnsare to be made for n periods,indexedfrom R throughT, so that
T = R + n - 1. The predictionsare made for a given forecast horizon, T. The
firstforecastis based on the estimatorPR, formedusing observations1 through
R, the next based on the estimator PR+ 1' and so forth, with the final forecast
based on the estimatorPT.
We test a hypothesis about an 1x 1 vector of moments, E(f*), where
f*-f(Z, 8 *) is an 1 x 1 vector with elements fk* -fk(Z, 83*), for a random
vector Z and parameters/3*-plim PT. Typically,Z will consist of vectors of
dependentvariables,say Y, and predictorvariables,say X. Our test is based on
the 1x 1 statistic
T

fn

E

f^

t=R

where ft+
f(Zt+7, ,t), and the observeddata are generatedby {Zt},a stationarystrong(a-) mixingsequencehavingmarginaldistributionsidenticalto that of
Z, with the predictorvariablesof Zt+ T availableat time t. For suitablechoice of
f, the condition
T

Ho: E(f*)<0

will express the null hypothesisof no predictivesuperiorityover a benchmark
model.
Although we follow West (1996) in formulatingour hypothesesin terms of
(3*, it is not obviousthat /3* is necessarilythe most relevantparametervalue for
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finite samples, as a referee points out. Instead, the estimators 8, are the
parameter values directly relevant for constructingforecasts, so alternative
approachesworth considerationwould be, for example, to test the hypothesis
that limnO -E(f) < 0, that limnoo E(f IZ1,.... ZR) < O, or that E(f,?7I
z1 .. ., Zt) < 0. We leave these possibilitiesto subsequentresearch.
Some examples will illustrate leading cases of interest. For simplicity,set
T= 1. For now, take 1=1.
Example2.1: To test whethera particularset of variableshas predictivepower
superior to that of some benchmarkregressionmodel in terms of (negative)
mean squarederror,take
ft+l =-(Yt+1-Xl+1

I1,t) +
(YI+I-X6,+1

is the OLS estimatorbased on
where yt+1 is a scalar dependentvariable, ,
is the OLS estimator
(using regressors X1), and /
{(ys,Xl, s),s=,...,t}
based on {(ys,Xo ), s = 1,..., t}, using benchmarkregressors XO. Here t(1tAI, I3 t)'. Note that the regressionmodels need not be nested.
Example2.2: To test whethera financialmarkettradingstrategyyields returns
superiorto a benchmarkstrategytake
ft+ = log[1 ?y+1S1(Xl, t+1, /31)] - log[1 +Yt+lso(xo

t+ 18*)]

Here yt+1 represents per period returns and SO and S1 are "signal" functions
that convertindicators(XO,t+ 1 and X1,t+1) and given parameters(,38 and 1Q*
)

into market positions. The signal functions are step functions, with three
permissiblevalues: 1 (long), 0 (neutral), and - 1 (short). As is common in
examiningtradingstrategies(e.g., Brock,Lakonishok,and LeBaron(1992)),the
parametersof the systemsare set a prioriand do not requireestimation.We are
thus in Diebold and Mariano's(1995) framework.It is plausiblethat estimated
parameterscan be accommodatedin the presence of step functions or other
discontinuities,but we leave such cases aside here. The firstlog term represents
returnsfrom strategyone, while the second representsreturnsfrom the benchmarkstrategy.An importantspecial case is SO= 1, the buy and hold strategy.
Example 2.3: To test generally whether a given model is superior to a
benchmark,take
At

g=lo L(Yt + 1, X1, t+ 1,

Al1,t)log

Lo(yt+1,Xo, t+ 1,

AO,t) S

where log Lk(Y,+1,Xk, t+ 1 18k,t) is the predictive log-likelihoodfor predictive
model k, based on the quasi-maximumlikelihood estimator (QMLE) 18k t,
k = 0, 1. The first exampleis a special case.
Not only do we have E(f*) < 0 underthe null of no predictivesuperiority,but
the moment function also serves as a model selection criterion.Thus we can
search over 121 specificationsby assigning one moment condition/model
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selection criterionto each model. To illustrate,for the third examplethe 1x 1
vector ft+ 1 now has components
A

fk,t+1

=

log Lk(Yt+1,

Xk t+1v fk,t)
k

logL0(yt+1

,t+1,

,,)

(k= 1, ... ., 1).

We select the model with the best model selection criterion value, so the
appropriatenull is that the best model is no better than the benchmark.
Formally,
E(fk, ) < 0.

Ho maxk l.

The alternativeis that the best model is superiorto the benchmark.
A complexitypenalty to enforce model parsimonyis easily incorporated;for
example,to applythe Akaike InformationCriterion,subtractPk -Po from the
above expressionfor fk, t+ where Pk(Po) is the numberof parametersin the
kth (Oth)model. We thus select the model with the best (penalized)predictive
log-likelihood.
The null hypothesis Ho is a multiple hypothesis, the intersection of the
one-sided individual hypotheses E(fk*) < 0, k = 1, ... , 1. As discussed in the
introduction,our goal is a method that does not rely on bounds, such as
Bonferropior its improvements,but that directly delivers, at least asymptotically, appropriatep-values.
2.b Basic Theory

We can providesuch a methodwheneverf, appropriatelystandardized,has a
continuouslimitingdistribution.West's (1996) Main Theorem 4.1 gives convenient regularityconditions (reproduced in the Appendix as Assumption A)
which ensure that
=*N(O, 2),

nl/2(f-E(f*))

where

=*

denotes convergence in distribution as T -* oo,and n (1 x 1) is
U=limT~Ovar[n1/2
L

t-R

J

When
E[(d/d/3 )f(Z, /3 *)] = 0 or n/R - 0 as T
neither of these conditionsholds, West's Theorem 4.1(b) establishes the same
conclusion,but with a more complex expressionfor f2. For Examples2.1 and
2.3, F = 0 is readilyverified.In Example2.2, there are no estimatedparameters,
so F plays no role.
From this, West obtains standardasymptoticchi-squaredstatistics nf'I2if
for testing the null hypothesisE(f*) = 0, where U2is a consistentestimatorfor
U2. In sharp contrast, our interest in the null hypothesis E(f*) < 0 leads
naturallyto tests based on maxk . Ifk. Methods applicableto testing E(f*)
provided that either F

-*
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= 0 follow straightforwardly
from our results;nevertheless,for succinctnesswe
focus here strictlyon testing E(f *) < 0.
Our first result establishesthat selecting the model with the best predictive
model selectioncriteriondoes indeed identifythe best modelwhen there is one.
PROPOSITION2.1: Suppose that n1/2(f- E(f *)) * N(O,n) for Q positive
semi-definite (e.g. Assumption A of the Appendix holds). (a) If E(fk*) > 0 for
some 1<k<1, then for any 0<c<E(fk*),
as T--oo.(b) If 1>1
P[fk>c]-*1
and E(fi*)>E(fk),
then P[fl>fk
for allk=2,...,1,
for all k=2,...,l].1.as
T-

oo.

Part (a) says that if some model (e.g., the best model) beats the benchmark,
then this is eventuallyrevealed by a positive estimated relative performance.
When / = 1, this result is analogousto a model selection result of Rivers and
Vuong (1991), for a nonpredictivesetting. It is also analogous to a model
selection result of Kloek (1972) for I ? 1, again in a nonpredictivesetting. Part
(b) says that the best model eventuallyhas the best estimated performance
relativeto the benchmark,with probabilityapproachingone.
A test of Ho for the predictivemodel selection criterionfollows from the
followingproposition.
PROPOSITION2.2: Suppose that n

2(f- E(f *)) - N(0, Q) for Q positive
A
Then as T oo
holds).
semi-definite (e.g. Assumption
maXk

1 n1/2{fk - E(fk*

)} =

V1 maXk= 1

1{1k}

and
mink=

.1 nn/{fk

-E(fk* )}

WV
'
mink

l,.,k

where 2 is an 1 x I vector with components Yk, k =1,...,1,
N(0, Q).

distributed as

Given asymptoticnormality,the conclusionholds regardlessof whether the
null or the alternativeis true. We enforce the null for testing by using the fact
that the element of the null least favorableto the alternativeis that E(fk*) = 0
for all k. The behaviorof the predictivemodel selection criterionfor the best
model, say
Vl -maxk..l

ln1/2fk,

is thus knownunder the element of the null least favorableto the alternative,
approximately,for large T, permittingconstructionof asymptoticp-values. By
enforcingthe null hypothesisin this way,we obtainthe criticalvalue for the test
in a mannerakinto invertinga confidenceintervalfor maxkE(fk*).Any method
for obtaining (a consistent estimate of) a p-value for Ho: E(f*) <0 in the
context of a specificationsearchwe call a "RealityCheck,"as this providesan
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objectivemeasureof the extent to whichapparentlygood resultsaccordwith the
samplingvariationrelevantfor the search.
The challengeto implementingthe Reality Check is that the desireddistribution, that of the extremevalue of a vector of correlatednormalsfor the general
case, is not known.An analyticapproachto the Reality Check is not feasible.
Nevertheless,there are at least two ways to obtain the desired p-values. The
first is Monte Carlo simulation.For this, compute a consistentestimatorof U2,
say U2.For example,one can use the block resamplingestimatorof Politis and
Romano (1994a) or the block subsamplingestimator of Politis and Romano
(1994c).Then one samples a large numberof times from N(O,D) and obtains
the desired p-value from the distributionof the extremes of N(O,D). We call
this the "Monte Carlo Reality Check"p-value.
To appreciate the computations needed for the Monte Carlo approach,
considerthe additionof one more model (say model 1) to the existingcollection.
First, we compute the new elements of the estimate U2,its lth row, f2=
1). For concreteness, suppose we manipulate [fk,t+7, k = 1,..., 1;
t = 1, . . ., T] to obtain
611

T
Qlk

=

YIkO +

1?WTs(Y^kls+

YIlks)

s= 1

where
s

WTS

t = s+ l fk

=

s
t+

T

fl

1 ... , T
t+ T-S

are suitable weights and

(k =1...,1),
9kls

(T -

'

Next, we drawindependent1x 1 randomvariables 7i N(O,U), i = 1,..., N.
For this, compute the Choleskydecompositionof U2,say C (so CC' = D), and
form 7i= Cil, where Nilis I-variatestandardnormal (N(O,II)). Finally,compute the Monte Carlo Reality Check p-value from the order statistics of
-lmaXk=
lYi, k where Yi
Yi1Y
The computationaldemands of constructing Vi can be reduced by noting
that C is a triangularmatrix whose Ith row depends only on 12land the
preceding l - 1 rows of C. Thus, by storing 1l, C, and (,/I', Vi,), i = 1,. .., N, at
each stage (1 = 1,2,... ), one can construct Vi1 at the next stage as V
max( ,i1,Cg/il), where C, is the (Ix 1) lth row of C, and7ij is formed
recursivelyas qil = (qil-> ,i 1)Y,with mi,
1 independentlydrawn as (scalar) unit
normal.
To summarize,obtaining the Monte Carlo Reality Check p-value requires
storage and manipulationof [fk,t+r],
U, C, and (71i",;i1), i = 1,..., N. These
and
storage
manipulationrequirementsincrease with the square of 1. Also, if
one is to accountfor the data-snoopingefforts of others, their [fk + r] matrixis
required.
A second approachrelies on the bootstrap,using a resampledversion of f to
deliver the "Bootstrap Reality Check" p-value for testing H, For suitably
chosen randomindexes 0(t), the resampledstatisticis computedas
T

t *n-

Zt=
t=R

f

(t=RI...IT).
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To handle time-seriesdata, we require a resamplingprocedureapplicableto
dependentprocesses.The movingblocksmethodof Kuensch(1989) and Liu and
Singh (1992) is one such procedure.It works by constructinga resamplefrom
fixed length blocks of observationswhere the startingindex for each block is
drawnrandomly.A block length of one gives the standardbootstrap,whereas
largerblock lengths accommodateincreasingdependence.A more sophisticated
versionof this approachis the taperedblock bootstrapof Paparoditisand Politis
(2000). Although any of these methods can be validly applied, for analytic
simplicityand concretenesswe apply and analyze the stationarybootstrap of
Politis and Romano (1994a,b)(henceforth,P&R). This procedureis analogous
to the movingblocks bootstrap,but, instead of using blocks of fixed length (b,
say) one uses blocks of randomlength, distributedaccordingto the geometric
distributionwith mean block length b. As P&R show, this proceduredelivers
valid bootstrap approximationsfor means of a-mixing processes, provided b
increasesappropriatelywith n.
To implementthe stationarybootstrap,P &R proposethe followingalgorithm
for obtainingthe O(t)'s.Startby selecting a smoothingparameterq = 1/b =qn,
0 < qn < 1, qn -?0, n qn -? ? as n -o x, and proceed as follows: (i) Set t =R.
Draw 0(R) at random,independentlyand uniformlyfrom {R,..., T}. (ii) Increment t. If t > T, stop. Otherwise,draw a standarduniformrandomvariable U
(supportedon [0, 1]) independentlyof all other randomvariables.(a) If U < q,
draw 0(t) at random, independently and uniformly from {R, ..., T}; (b) if U ? q,
set 0(t) = 0(t - 1) + 1; if 0(t)> T, reset to 0(t) =R. (iii) Repeat (ii). As P&R

show,this deliversblocksof randomlength,distributedaccordingto the geometric distributionwith mean block length 1/q.
When , * appears instead of 819(t) in the definition of f*, as it does in
Diebold and Mariano's(1995) setup, P& R's (1994a)Theorem2 appliesimmediately to establish that under appropriateconditions(see AssumptionB of the
Appendix),the distribution,conditional on {ZR+, ...,ZT+I}, of nl/2(f*
-f)
converges,as n increases,to that of nl/2(fE(f *)).
-f
Thus, by repeatedly drawing realizations of nl/2(f*
), we can build up an
estimate of the desired distribution N(0, Q). The Bootstrap Reality Check
p-value for the predictivemodel selection statistic,Vl, can then immediatelybe
obtainedfrom the quantilesof
V* -- maxk = 1lInl/1

(fk

- fk).

When /3(t) appearsin f*, careful argumentunder mild additionalregularity
conditionsdeliversthe same conclusion.It suffices that PT obeys a law of the
iterated logarithm,a refinementof the central limit theorem. With mild additional regularity(see Sin and White (1996) or Altissimoand Corradi(1996))one
can readilyverify the following.
ASSUMPTION C: Let B and H be as defined in Assumption A.2 of the Appendix,
and let G -B[limT -cvar(T1/2H(t))]B'.
For all A (k X 1), A'A= 1,

P[limsupTT1/2'(

8T -

*

A'GAlog log(A'GA)T}I

-

1.
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Our main result can now be stated as follows:
THEOREM 2.3: Suppose either: (i) Assumptions A and B
estimated parameters; or (ii) Assumptions A-C hold, and
qn=cn- " for constants c > 0, 0 < y < 1 such that (n'y
T -o o for some e > 0; or (b) (n/R)log log R -O 0 as T -o
using P&R's stationarybootstrap,

p(L[n/2(f

*

-I)

IZ1 ...

I,

hold and there are no
either: (a) F = 0 and
/R)log log R -* 0 as

S

Thenforf* computed

ZT+TJ ,L[n1/2( f-E(f*))])

O,

as T -* oo, where p is any metric metrizing convergence in distribution and L[]
denotes the probabilitylaw of the indicated random vector.

Observe that the condition (n/R)log log R -* 0 appearingin (ii.b) is slightly
stronger than n/R -- 0 appearingin West's Theorem 4.1(a). West does not
require a condition linking n and R when F =0; our condition in (ii.a),
necessitatedby the bootstrap,is neverthelessweakerthan that of (ii.b), as y < 1.
It is an appealing and somewhat remarkablefeature of this result that the
coefficientestimates 8, do not have to be recomputedunder the resampling.A
key role in ensuring this is played by the requirementsof (ii). When neither
condition holds, the conclusion still holds, provided that f* is modified to
include a term estimating -n-ET=R Vf?( 13*)(13t - 3*), such as
T( 13T)( 13t* - 1fT) We omit furtherdiscussionof this situationfor
-niF1 Et=Rft*
the sake of brevity.
Although the absence of the need to recompute t is quite convenient,it is
A

possible that a method in which 8t is recomputed as part of the resampling

could yield an improvementin the resultingapproximations,as a referee points
out. We leave this possibilityto furtherresearch.
COROLLARY

2.4: Under the conditions of Theorem 2.3, we have that as T

p(L[ i7*

IZl,...ZT+TrIL[maXk=l

k-E(fk))])

.nl/(f

co

0

and
p(L[Wl* IZl,..IZT+T]1,L[mink=l,...,1n

where Wj*-mink=.

1 (In'

1(k

E(fk*))])

?0

k -fk).

Thus, by comparingVJ to the quantiles of a large sample of realizationsof
V, we can compute a Bootstrap Reality Check p-value for testing that the best

model has no predictivesuperiorityrelativeto the benchmark.
When Q2is singular,we can partitionn1/2(f - E(f *)) as
'n=

lns

2'

= nl/2(f-E(f*))
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such that 2n-A2"1,

p

--

0, where

2'in

iS 11 X

11 -1

12 =l2o$0~Y22fl S 12 X 11

and A is a finite 12 x 12 matrix.Then Q has the form

LATh AQ11A'
21n => N(O, 21l). Corollary 2.4 continues to hold because, e.g., maxk.
1
n112(fk - E(fk*)) = max[2] = max[(2'l', 2-2)'] = max[(2ln, (A--1 + (2'2n A Z1n))] = v(z1n,(z2n --AZ1)),
say, which is a continuous function of its

where

arguments.Straightforwardargumentsparallel to those of Theorem 2.3 and
Corollary 2.4 show that the probability law of VJ*= v(z ,(*n4,
(
-Ajzn))
coincides with that of V(-1 n, (-2n -A1n )).
The test's level can be drivento zero at the same time the power approaches
one, as our test statisticdivergesat rate n112 under the alternative:
? 0 (e.g.
2.5: Suppose that n1/2(f1 - E(ff1j)) => N(O, Woll)for WoHl
PROPOSITION
Assumption A. 1(a) or A. 1(b) of the Appendix holds), and suppose that E(ff1) > 0
and, if 1 > 1, E(f1j) > E(fk*), for all k = 2,...,1.
Then for any 0<c<E(fi*),
P[1>>n1/2c] >1 asT--oo.
2.c Extensions and Variations

We now discusssome of the simplerextensionsof the precedingresults.
First, we let the model selection criterion be a function of a vector of
averages.Examplesare the predictionsample R2 for evaluatingforecastsor the
predictionsample Sharperatio for evaluatinginvestmentstrategies.
In this case we seek to test the null hypothesis
HO: maxk= .

g(E[h* ) < g(E[h*

where g maps U (c 9R'm)to 9A, with the random m-vector h* hk(Z,3*)
k = 0, ... , 1. We require that g be continuously differentiable on U, such that its
Jacobian, Dg, is nonzero at E[h*] E U, k = 0, ... ,1.

Relevantsample statisticsare fk -g(hk) -g(ho), where ho and hk are m x 1
vectors of averages computed over the prediction sample for the benchmark
model and the kth specificationrespectively,i.e., hk -n
Et-R hk t+7, hk,t+7hk(Zt?7,f3t), k=0,...,1.
Relevant bootstrapped values are, for k =,. ., 1,
with h* n1EtRh*k ?, where h*?t
hk(Z(t)?, f0(t)),
fk -g(h*k) -g(h*),
t=R,...,T.

Let f be the 1x 1 vector with elements fk' let f * be the 1 x 1 vector with
elements fk* and let ,* be the 1x 1 vector with elements *- g(E[h*]) g(E[h* ]), k =1,... , 1. Under asymptotic normality, application of the mean
value theorem gives
.1

n

,2

.-j*

=>NO
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for suitablyredefined f2. A version of Proposition2.2 now holds with E(fk*)
replacedby I4kand F replacedby H E(Dh(Z, f *)),where Dh is the Jacobian
of h with respect to ,3. To state analogs of previous results, we modify
AssumptionA.
ASSUMPTION

A: Assumption A holds for h replacingf.

COROLLARY 2.6: Let g: U --> 9 (U c a9m) be continuously differentiablesuch
that the Jacobian of g, Dg, has full row rank one at E[h*'f E U, k = 0,.. ., 1.
Suppose either: (i) Assumptions A' and B hold and there are no estimated
parameters; or (ii) Assumptions A', B, and C hold, and either: (a) H = 0 and
cn - for constants c > 0, 0 < y < 1 such that (n Ye/R)loglog R -- 0 as
q=
T > oo for some e > 0; or (b) (n/R)log log R -O 0 as T > oo.Thenfor f * computed
using P&R's stationarybootstrap, as T -- co

p(L[n/2 (f *

-)

IZl, ....ZT+TI, L[n1/2('

0.

,)])

Using the originaldefinitionsof VJ*and WJ*in terms of fk and fk* gives the
followingcorollary.
COROLLARY2.7: Under the conditions of Corollary 2.6, we have that as T
p(L[VI* IZl ...IZT+?

oo,

A*k)])?

L[maxkl.1n1/2(fk-

and
p L[Wl* IZ11
*... ZT+ 1L[mink=l.jn1/2(k

-

i4)])

?.

As before, the test can be performedby comparingVJto the orderstatisticsof
J7*j.Again, the test statistic divergesto infinityat rate n'12 under the alternative.
2.8: Let f, g*, and Q be as defined above. Suppose that n1/2(f1PROPOSITION
g
u N(O, Wc) for Wc ? 0, and suppose that g* > 0 and, if 1 > 1, g1 > g*k for
all k =2, ... 1.
Then for any 0 < c < I*, P[V, > n'12c]
1 as T- oo.

Throughout,we have assumedthat 8, is updatedwith each new observation.
It is easily proven that less frequentupdates do not invalidateour results.The
key condition is the asymptotic normality of n1/2(f - ,u*), which holds with less

frequentupdates,as West (1994) discusses.
Indeed,the estimatedparametersneed not be updatedat all. If the in-sample
estimate f3R is applied to all out-of-sampleobservations,the proofs simplify
significantly.(Also, inferencesmay then be drawnconditionalon f3R, whichonly
entails applicationof part(i) of Theorem2.3 or Corollary2.6.) Applicationof an
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in-sample estimate to a "hold-out"or "test" dataset is common practice in
cross-sectionmodeling.It is easily proventhat the Monte Carlo and Bootstrap
Reality Check methods apply directly. For example, one can test whether a
neural network of apparentlyoptimal complexity (as determined from the
hold-out set) provides a true improvementover a simpler benchmark,e.g., a
zero hidden unit model. Applicationsto stratified cross-section data require
replacingstationarya-mixingwith suitablecontrolledheterogeneityassumptions
for independent not identically distributed data. Results of Goncalves and
White (1999) establishingthe validity of the P &R's stationarybootstrap for
heterogenousnear epoch dependentfunctionsof mixingprocesses,analogousto
results of Fitzenberger(1997) for the movingblocks bootstrapwith heterogeneous a-mixingprocesses,suggestthat this shouldbe straightforward.
Cross-validation(Stone (1974, 1977)) representsa more sophisticateduse of
"hold-out"data. It is plausible that our methods may supporttesting that the
best cross-validatedmodel is no better than a given benchmark.A rigorous
analysisis beyond our currentscope, but is a fruitfularea for furtherresearch.
Our results assume that f3 always uses all available data. In applications,
"rolling"or "moving"windowestimatesare often used. These constructf3 from
a finite lengthwindowof the most recent observations.The use of rolling/moving windowsalso has no adverseimpact.Our resultsapplyimmediately,because
the parameterestimate is now a functionof a finite historyof a mixingprocess,
which is itself just another mixingprocess, indexedby t. The estimationaspect
of the analysisthus disappears.
Typically,rolling/movingwindowestimatesare used to handle nonexplosively
nonstationarydata. The results of Goncalves and White (1999) again suggest
that it should be straightforward
to relax the stationarityassumptionto one of
controlledheterogeneity.In the rollingwindowcase, there is again no necessity
of dealingexplicitlywith estimationaspects of the problem.
A different type of nonstationarityimportantfor economic modeling is that
arising in the context of cointegratedprocesses (Engle and Granger (1987)).
Recent work of Corradi,Swanson,and Olivetti (1998) shows how the present
methods extend to model selection for cointegratingrelationships.
Our use of the bootstraphas been solely to obtain useful approximationsto
the asymptoticdistributionof our test statistics.As our statisticsare nonpivotal,
we can make no claims as to their possible higher order approximationproperties, as can often be done for pivotalstatistics.Nor does there appearto be any
way to obtain even an asymptoticallypivotal statistic for the extreme value
statistics of interest here. Nevertheless, recenteringand rescaling may afford
improvements.We leave investigationof this issue to subsequentresearch.
3.

IMPLEMENTING THE BOOTSTRAP REALITY CHECK

We now discussstep-by-stepimplementationof the BootstrapReality Check,
demonstratingits simplicityand convenience.As we show,the BootstrapReality
Check is especiallywell-suited for recursivespecificationsearches of the sort
typicallyundertakenin practice.
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We suppose that set of n prediction observations, t = R,..., T, is given, and

that the performance/selection criterion has been decided upon. We also
assume that a method for generatinga collection of 1 model specificationshas
been specified.
We next specify the numberof resamples,N, and the smoothingparameter,
q = qn. As N determinesthe accuracyof the p-valuesestimated,this shouldbe a
moderatelylarge number, say 500 or 1000. The time requiredfor resampling
increases linearly with N on a serial computer,but resamplingcan proceed
simultaneously on a parallel computer. Dependence in

{Zt}

is accomodated by

q; the more dependence, the smaller q should be. If {fft*j, is a martingale
differencesequence (at least under the null), then set q to 1. More generally,q
can be determinedin a data dependentmanner,e.g., in a manneranalogousto
that analyzedby Hall, Horowitz,and Jing (1995). For concretenessand simplicity, suppose a satisfactoryvalue for q is specifieda priori,say q = .1.
Next we apply P&R's stationarybootstrap to generate N sets of random
observation indexes of length n, {Oi(t),t = R, ..., T}, i = 1,..., N. These indexes
are generatedonce and for all at the outset.
Significantly,the only informationrequired to generate the resamplingindexes is R, T, q, N, an agreed upon randomnumbergenerator(RNG), and the
RNG seed. As we discuss further below, this enables the Bootstrap Reality
Check to\be carried out by researchersat separate locations and at separate
times. Further, researchers do not need to share the n X 1 matrix of data
[fk, t ], which might easily be unavailable.Only the scalars V,, VI*, i = 1,..., N
are required. The data storage and manipulationrequirementsfor this are
proportionalto 1, compared to the 12 requirementsfor the Monte Carlo
method.
The specification search can be conveniently done in a simple recursive
manner. First, compute parameterestimates and performancevalues for the
f- )t
(t =R,.. .,T). Then com,
benchmarkmodel, say h0 t+1 -(Yt?
-X0?1
pute parameterestimates and performancevalues for the first model, hl1=t+
=h
-ho?t+1 and f1=
-(yt+l -X1 t+l .1 t)2. From these form f1 t+ =h1
n Et=R fl,t+ 1 Using the P&R indexes we also form f_*i =
t=R fl Oi(t)+ P
= n i/2(*
1), i = 1,..., N. Inferences
i= 1, ..., N. Now set 1=V= n
for the firstmodel resultby comparingthe samplevalue of V, to the percentiles
of V1,i.
form f2,t+1
For the second model, compute h21 - -(y1 1 -X2?1fl2,)2,
=
Then
and
n
set
=-n
i
1ET=Rf2
E=R f2,t+l,
=h2t+1 -ho0t+1, f2
i(t)+ 1*
V2= maxfn1/2I2, V1}, and
V2*i=

max{nl/2

(,

i -1f2

)'1,

i}

(i

=

1,...,

N).

To test whetherthe better of the two models beats the benchmark,comparethe
samplevalue of V2 to the percentilesof V2*,.
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Proceed recursively in this manner for k = 3,..., 1, testing whether the best of

the k models analyzedso far beats the benchmarkby comparingthe sample
value of
Vk = maxfn/2fk,

Vk}

to the percentilesof
Vk*i=

max n

/(fk*

i

fk) ,VFk_ 1, i;

(i

1,..

N).

Specifically,denote the sorted values of Vj* (the order statistics) as Vi*
1). Then a simple version
7*(2) ... J*,
Vl(N). Find M such that V'*1M)< VJ< V,*(M+
of the BootstrapReality Check p-value is
PRC

= 1- M/N.

This value can be refined by interpolationor by fitting a suitable density tail
model to the order statisticsand obtainingthe BootstrapReality Check p-value
from the fitted model.
The recursions given for Vk and Vk*imake it clear that to continue a
specificationsearchusing the BootstrapReality Check,it sufficesto know Vl- 1,
i = 1,..., N, and the P&R indexes Oi(t). For the latter, knowledge of
Vi
R, T, q, N, the RNG, and the RNG seed suffice.Knowingor storing[fk t+r] for
k < 1 is unnecessary,nor do we need to compute or store 721,C, and (in",V1)
i = 1,..., N. This demonstratesnot only a computationaladvantage for the
BootstrapReality Check over the Monte Carloversion,but also the possibility
for researchersat differentlocationsor at differenttimes to furtherunderstanding of the phenomenon modeled without needing to know the specifications
tested by their collaboratorsor competitors.Some cooperationis nevertheless
required, as R, T, q, N, the RNG, the RNG seed, and '711"7*1i,
i= 1,. ..,N
must still be shared, along with the data and the specificationand estimation
method for the benchmarkmodel.
Subsequentspecificationsearchescan potentiallycontributeto understanding
in two differentways.First,a better specificationmaybe discovered;second,the
p-values associated with the current best may change. The first possibilityis
preciselythe directionin whichthe hope for scientificadvanceslies; this is Jvhat
motivates economists and others to continuallyrevisit the available data. It
might be thought,however,that dangerlies in the second direction:might not
the p-values for the currentbest model erode to insignificanceas the search
continues, casting into doubt a model that actuallyrepresentsa useful understanding?
The presenttheoryensuresthat when testing a finite numberof specifications,
the Reality Check p-value of a truly best model declines to zero as T grows.
Nevertheless,when theorydoes not providestrongconstraintson the numberof
plausiblespecifications,it is naturalto considerwhat happenswhen 1 growswith
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T. Even then, it is plausiblethat the p-value of a trulybest model can still tend
to zero, providedthat the complexityof the collection of specificationstested is
properlycontrolled.
The basis for this claim is that the statisticof interest,V,, is asymptoticallythe
extreme of a Gaussian process with mean zero under the null. When the
complexity(e.g., metric entropy or Vapnick-Chervonenkisdimension) of the
collection of specificationsis properlycontrolled, the extremes satisfy strong
probabilityinequalities uniformly over the collection (e.g., Talagrand(1994)).
These imply that the test statistic is bounded in probabilityunder the null, so
the criticalvalue for a fixed level of test is bounded.Under the alternative,our
statisticstill diverges,so the power can still increase to unity, even as the level
approacheszero.
Precisely this effect operates in testing for a shift in the coefficients of a
regressionmodel at an unknownpoint, as, e.g., in Andrews(1993).For this, one
examines a growing number of models (indexed by the breakpoint) as the
sample size increases.Nevertheless,power does not erode, but increaseswith
the sample size. A rigorous treatment for our context is beyond our present
scope, but these heuristicsstronglysuggest that a "real"relationshipneed not
be buried by properly controlled data snooping. Our illustrative examples
(Section 4) providesome empiricalevidence on this issue.

4.

AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

We illustratethe Reality Check by applyingit to forecastingdaily returnsof
the S &P 500. Index one day ahead (T = 1). We have a sample of daily returns
from March 29, 1988 through May 31, 1994. We select R = 803 and T = 1560 to

yield n = 758, covering the period June 3, 1991 through May 31, 1994. Daily
returns are Yt= (Pt - Pt - i)/Pt- 1, where Pt is the closing price of the S &P 500
Index on tradingday t.
Figure 1 plots the S&P 500 closing price and returns.The marketgenerally
trended upward,although there was a substantialpullback and retracement
from day 600 (August 10, 1990)to day 725 (February7, 1991).Somewhathigher
returnsvolatilityoccurs in the first half of the period than in the last. This is
nevertheless consistent with martingale difference (therefore unforecastable)
excess returns,as the simple efficient marketshypothesisimplies.
To see if excess returns are forecastable,we consider a collection of linear
models that use "technical"indicatorsof the sort used by commoditytraders,as
these are easily calculatedfrom prices and there is some recent evidence that
certain such indicators may have predictive ability (Brock, Lakonishok,and
LeBaron(1992))in a periodprecedingthat analyzedhere. Altogether,we use 29
different indicators and construct forecasts using linear models including a
constantand exactlythree predictorschosen from the 29 available.We examine
all 1= 29C3= 3,654 models. Our benchmark model (k = 0) contains only a
constant,embodyingthe simple efficientmarketshypothesis.
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read from the left-handaxis.The solid line representsdailyreturnsfor the S&P500 c4sh index,as
measuredfromthe previousday'sclosingprice;valuescan be read fromthe right-handaxis.

The indicators consist of lagged returns (Z
Yt-1), a collection of
"momentum" measures (Zt,2,.. ., Zt,1), a collection of "local trend" measures
12 ..., Z,t15), a collection of "relative strength indexes" (Z416,. ..., Zt, 19), and
Zt,
a collection of "movingaverageoscillators"(Z420, ... ., 29)

The momentummeasuresare Zt j = (Pt- 1 -Pt- 1-j)/Pt- 1- , j = 2 . 11. The
local trends (Z4 12,'. Zt, 15) are the slopes from regressing the price on a
constantand a time trendfor the previousfive, ten, fifteen,and twentydays.The
relative strength indexes (Z416, .... Zt, 19) are the percentages of the previous
five, ten, fifteen, or twentydaysthat returnswere positive.Each movingaverage
oscillatoris the differencebetween a simplemovingaverageof the closingprice
over the previousq1 days and that over the previousq2 days,where q1< q2, for
q, = 1,5,10,15, and q2 = 5,10,15,20. The ten possible combinationsof q1 and
q2 yield indicators (Z420, ... Zt, 29)
For each model, we compute OLS estimates for R = 803 through T = 1560.

Using a version of recursiveleast squares (Ljung(1987, Ch. 11)) dramatically
speeds computation.
We first consider the (negative)mean squaredpredictionerror performance
80
measure fkXt+1= *
t)2 +
- X0 t+
t)2, where Xk, t+ 1
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contains a constant and three of the Zr's,and XO,t+1 contains a constantonly.
We also considerdirectionalaccuracy,
lkt

[

Yt+l

xk + 3 > ?]

1

[Yt+l -xo t+l

/30t > ?]

where 1[H]is the indicatorfunction.The averageof fk + here is the difference
between the rate that specificationk correctlypredictsthe marketdirectionand
that of a naive predictorbased on averagepreviousbehavior.
Because of its computationalconvenience,we apply the Bootstrap Reality
Check,specifyingN = 500 and q = .5 for P &R's stationarybootstrap.Given the
apparentlack of correlationin the regressionerrors,this should easily provide
sufficientsmoothing.In fact, Sullivan,Timmerman,and White (1999) find little
sensitivityto the choice of q in a related context.
Note that Corollary2.4 does not immediatelyapplyto the directionalaccuracy
case, due to the nonsmoothnessof the indicatorfunction and the presence of
estimatedparameters.Nevertheless,reasoningsimilarto that used in establishing the asymptoticnormalityof the least absolute deviationsestimatorshould
plausibly ensure that the conditions of Proposition 2.2 hold, so that results
analogousto Corollary2.4 (and its extensionto the case in which F 0 0) can be
establishedunder similarconditions.Supportingevidence is providedby Monte
Carloexperimentsreportedin Sullivanand White (1999),where, for the case of
directionalaccuracywith estimated parameters,the Bootstrap Reality Check
deliversquite good approximationsto the desired limitingdistribution-better,
in fact, than for the mean squared predictionerror case. This gives us some
assurancethat the directionalaccuracycase is appropriatehere as an illustration.
Examiningthe numericalresults presentedin Table I, we see that we fail to
reject the null that the predictionmse-best model does not beat the efficient
marketsbenchmark.This is not surprising,but withoutthe Reality Check,there
would be no way to tell whether or not we shouldbe surprisedby the observed
superiorityof the mse-best model.
TABLE I
REALITYCHECKRESULTS:PREDICTIONMEAN SQUAREDERROR PERFORMANCE
Best predictor variables: Z ,5, Z1,13, Z, 25
Best
Experiment

RMSE
Difference in Prediction Mean Squared Error:
Bootstrap Reality Check p-value:
Naive p-value:

.006373
.4791E-06
.3674
.1068

Benchmark

.006410

Notes: The "Difference in Prediction Mean Squared Error" is the largest difference in candidate model performance
relative to the benchmark across all experiments, measured as the difference in (negative) prediction mean squared error
between the candidate model for a given experiment and that of the benchmark model. The "Bootstrap Reality Check
p-value" is that corresponding to the best model found. The "Naive p-value" is the Bootstrap Reality Check p-value
computed by treating the best model as if it were the only model considered.
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Conductinginferencewithoutproperlyaccountingfor the specificationsearch
can be extremelymisleading.We call such a p-value a "naive"p-value.Applying
the bootstrapto the best specificationalone yields a naive p-value estimate of
.1068,whichmightbe consideredborderlinesignificant.The differencebetween
the naive p-value and that of the Reality Check gives a direct estimate of the
data-miningbias, which is seen to be fairlysubstantialhere.
Our resultslend themselvesto graphicalpresentation,revealingseveralinteresting features. Figure 2 shows how the Reality Check p-values evolve. The
order of experimentsis arbitrary,so only the numbers on the extreme right
ultimatelymatter.Nevertheless,the evolutionof the performancemeasuresand
the p-value for the best performance observed so far exhibit noteworthy
features.
Specifically,we see that the p-value dropseach time a new best performance
is observed,consistentwith the occurrenceof a new tail event. Otherwise,the
p-value creeps up, consistent with taking proper account of data re-use. This
movement is quite gradual, and becomes even more so as the experiments
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FIGURE 2.-S&P500 MSE experiments.
Notes: The finely dashed line represents candidate model performance relative to the benchmark,
measured as the difference in (negative) prediction mean squared error between the candidate
model for a given experiment and that of the benchmark model. The coarsely dashed line represents
the best relative performance encountered as of the given experiment number. The values for both
of these can be read from the left-hand axis. The solid line represents the Bootstrap Reality Check
p-value for the best model encountered as of the given experiment number. The p-value can be read
from the right-hand axis.
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proceed.In fact, the p-value staysflat for modest stretches,due to the relatively
high correlationamongthe forecasts.This illustratesthat considerationof even
a large number of models need not lead to dramaticerosion of the Reality
Check p-value.
The indicatorsoptimizingdirectionalaccuracydiffer from those optimizing
prediction mse. While there is an impressive gain in directional accuracy
achievedby the best model, as seen in the numericalresults of Table II, this is
not statisticallysignificant.This example dramaticallyillustratesthe dangersof
data mining. The naive p-value is .0036! Anyone relying on this would be
seriously misled. Viewing the intermediate results in Figure 3, we observe
features similar to those already seen in the prediction mse experiments,
reinforcingour earlier observations.
Althoughuse of the naive p-value is potentiallydangerous,it does havevalue.
Specifically,if the naive p-value is large,there is no need to computethe Reality
Check p-value, as this can only be largerthan the naive p-value.But if the naive
p-value is small, one can then compute the Reality Check p-value in order to
accuratelyassess the evidence againstthe null.
5.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Data snooping occurs when a given set of data is used more than once for
purposesof inferenceor model selection.When such data reuse occurs,there is
alwaysthe possibilitythat any satisfactoryresultsobtainedmay simplybe due to
chanceratherthan to any merit inherentin the methodyieldingthe results.Our
new procedure,the Reality Check, providessimple and straightforwardprocedures for testing the null that the best model encountered in a specification
search has no predictivesuperiorityover a given benchmarkmodel, permitting
accountto be taken of the effects of data snooping.
Many fascinatingresearchtopics remain.These include permittingthe number of specificationstested to increase with the sample size, applicationof the
method to the results of cross-validation,and the use of recentering,rescaling,
TABLE II
REALITYCHECKRESULTS:DIRECTIONALACCURACYPERFORMANCE
Best predictor variables: Z,, 13, Zt, 14, Zt,26
Best
Experiment

Percent Correct
Difference in Prediction Directional
Bootstrap Reality Check p-value:
Naive p-value:

Accuracy:

54.7493
.0396
.2040
.0036

Benchmark

50.7916

Notes: The "Difference in Prediction Directional Accuracy" is the largest difference in candidate model performance
relative to the benchmark across all experiments, measured as the difference in the proportion of correct predicted
direction between the candidate model for a given experiment and that of the benchmark model. The "Bootstrap Reality
Check p-value" is that corresponding to the best model found. The "Naive p-value" is the Bootstrap Reality Check p-value
computed by treating the best model as if it were the only model considered.
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or other modificationsto achieveimprovementsin samplingdistributionapproximations.
Simulationstudies of the finite sample propertiesof both the Monte Carlo
and the Bootstrapversionsof the RealityCheckare a top priority.A firststep in
this direction is Sullivan and White (1999), in which we find that the tests
typically (though not always) appear conservative,that test performance is
relativelyinsensitiveto the choice of the bootstrapsmoothingparameterq, and
that there is much better agreementbetween actual and bootstrappedcritical
values when the performancemeasurehas fewer extremeoutlyingvalues.
Finally, and of particular significance for economics, finance, and other
domainswhere our scientificworld-viewhas been shaped by studies in which
data reuse has been the unavoidable standard practice, there is now the
opportunityfor a re-assessment of that world-view,taking into account the
effects of data reuse. Do we really know what we think we know?That is, will
currentlyaccepted theories withstand the challenges posed by a quantitative
accountingof the effects of data snooping?A start in this directionis made by
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studiesof technicaltradingrules (Sullivan,Timmermann,and White (1999))and
calendareffects (Sullivan,Timmermann,and White (1998))in the asset markets.
Those of us who study phenomena generated once and for all by a system
outside our control lack the inferential luxuries afforded to the experimental
sciences. Nevertheless, through the applicationof such methods as described
here, we need no longer necessarilysuffer the povertyenforcedby our previous
ignoranceof the quantitativeeffects of data reuse.
R&D
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Dept.of Economics,University
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MATHEMATICAL APPENDIX
In what follows, the notation corresponds to that of the text unless otherwise noted. For
convenience, we reproduce West's (1996) assumptions with this notation.

A:
ASSUMPTION
A.1: In some open neighborhood N around 13*, and with probabilityone: (a) ft(,8) is measurable
and twice continuously differentiablewith respect to 18;(b) let fit be the ith element of ft; for i = 1.
there is a constant D < oosuch that for all t, sup,8 , Ni f2it( p)/ 88/'1 < m, for a measurable mt, for
which Em <D.
A.2: The estimate 6, satisfies .8t-,/ * = B(t)H(t), where B(t) is (I x q) and H(t) is (q x 1), with
(a) B(t) 'sB, B a matrixof rank Z; (b) H(t) = t-' t= 1h( 3*) for a (q x 1) orthogonalitycondition
(c)

hs(1*);

Ehs(13*)=O.

Let

ft*

ft ( /*),

a;3( 8*),

is

vec(ft*
I' Fff Q).

is p.d.

and
oo,

A.4:

R, n

oo
as T

A.5:

Either:

(a)

s
W

We let

covariance

Then Sff

T _>O(n/R)

iT= 0 or F = 0; or (b)

[ Sff
BShf

P denote

lim

stationary.

6.3

F-

> 1,
(a) For somed
- F)', (ft* - Eft*'), suptEII[vec(ft),ft*',h1*]Il!4d
h*']' is strong mixing,

A.3:
[yec(ft*
EJ7=

ft-

Let

(d)

=7r,

where

<00,

with

0

S is positive

Fff(j)

< 7T,

JJ.IIdenotesEuclideannorm.

=E(ft*

where

*lim

(West

T ,(R/n)

(1996,

pp.

the probability

= 0.

1071-1072))

m

measure

governing

the behavior

of the time

series

1). (c)
Sff=

SfhBB'
BShh B

(b)
-

-Eft*)(ft'-j-Eft*)I,

< ooo; To=

definite,

- 3d/(d

of size

coefficients

mixing

{Zt}-
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PROOF OF PROPOSITION2.1: We first prove (b). Suppose first that Q is positive definite, so that

for all k, Sk i2Sk> 0, where Sk is an 1 x 1 vector with 1 in the first element, -1 in the kth element
and zeroes elsewhere. Let Ak = [A >fk]. We seek to show P[n k 2Ak]
1 or equivalently that
As P[U k=2Ac]<k=2P[Ak],

P[U=2A']-*0.

it suffices that for any

max2<k?lP[Ac]<

8>0,

for all T sufficiently large. Now

8/i

P[AC] =

< O]=P[n

f-f

/2 (ti-E(fli

)-[fk

-E(fk

)])IS'

< n112 (E(fk*

nSk

)E(fli

))IS'

Q2Sk I

By the assumed asymptotic normality, we have the unit asymptotic normality of Zkn1/2(
E(f* )-[k

-E(fk* )])/S'
P[Ac]

f

-

QSk, so that
-

= P(Zk)

+P[Zk

< ((Zk)

+ SUPZIP[Zk<Z]

<Zk]

P(Zk)
-

P(z)I,

where Zk- nl/2(E(f*)
-E(fi
))/Sk !Sk. Because E(f1*) > E(fk,) and S
<Sk<v00 we have Zk
-oo as T -*0? and we can pick T sufficiently large that li(Zk) < ?/21,
uniformly in k. Polya's
theorem (e.g. Rao (1973, p. 118)) applies given the continuity of cJ to ensure that for T sufficiently
large sup, IP[Z, ?z] - l(z)j < 8/21. Hence for all k we have P[Ac ] < 8/i for all T sufficiently
large, and the first result follows. Replacing Ak with A'k= [f1> c] and arguing analogously gives (a).
Now suppose that f2 is positive semi-definite, such that for one or more values of k, Sk fSk = 0.
Zk to be Zk

Then, redefining
P[Ak]

=P[lf

-fk

nl/(f1

)-

[Ik - E(fk* )]), we have Zk -

0, so that

< 0]

= P[n1/2(f
=P[Zk

- E(fi

-E(f)

)-[k

-E(fk*

)]) < n1/2(E(fk)

-E(fi))]

<Zk],

Zk
n1/2( E(fk)- E(f )). Because E(ff ) > E(fk*) we have Zk < -8 for any 8>0 and
all T sufficiently large. It follows from Zk -O 0 that for all T sufficiently large we have for suitable
choice of 8 that P[Zk < Zk] < P[Zk < -8 ] < 8/21, uniformly in k. The results now follow as before.
Q.E.D.

where now

PROOF OF PROPOSITION2.2: By assumption, nll2(fE(f)) => N(O, Q). As the maximum or
minimum of a vector is a continuous function of the elements of the vector, the results claimed
follow immediately from the Continuous Mapping Theorem (Billingsley (1968, Theorem 2.2)).
Q.E.D.

The proof of our main result (Theorem 2.3) uses the following result of Politis (1999).
LEMMA A.1:

Let {Xntt}be obtained by P&R's stationary bootstrap applied to random variables

. ., Xn} using smoothing parameter qn, and let a (k) denote the a-mixing coefficients for {X*t}
under the bootstrap probability conditional on {Xl,...,Xn}.
Then: (i) an (k) = n(1 - q )k for all k
{Xl.

sufficiently large; and (ii) if q,, = cnn exp( - ckn-) for all k 2 nl.

for some constants c >0

and 0< y< 1, then a*(k) <

PROOF:(i) The finite Markov chain {Xntt}has transition probability P*[X,,t+l =x Xt
qn/n

for X E={X1
.x*l**,Xi}U{Xi+2,***,Xn}

and

= 1-q,,

+q,,/n

for x=xi+1,

where

P*

=xi]=
denotes

bootstrap probability conditional on {X1,..., X,,}. For all n sufficiently large, the minimum transition
probability is q,,/n. As the Markov chain has n states, Billingsley (1995, Example 27.6) implies
(ii) Substituting qn = cn a4(k) = n(1 -nq/n)k
=n(1 -qn)k.
gives a*4(k) = n(1 -cn-)k
n(1 -cn )(nY/C)ck/tz < n exp(-ckn)
Q.E.D.
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Next, we provide a statement of a version of P &R's (1994a) Theorem 2.

THEOREM A.2: Let X1,X2,.... be a strictlystationary
process,withEIXX16+e< oO for some ? > 0,
and let /L- E(X1) andX,t - n-1 7t= 1X. Suppose that {XJ} is a-mixing with a(k) = O(kr) for some

r > 3(6 +

Then

8)/B.

,,

-limn

,, var(n /2Xn)

- A) <x}

supxlP{nl/2(XI,

-

is finite. Moreover, if

1W(x/To)I

oaS

> 0, then

-O0,

where dPis the standard normal cumulative distributionfunction. Assume that qn -> 0 and nqn n - oo. Then for {Xt*I obtained by P&R's stationarybootstrap

where Xn

n -l

<x

Xn, -X,)

supxlP{nl/2(

Xt=

IX,

Xn} -P{n1n2(X

-t

)
<x}I

as

0,

-

Now we can state our next assumption:
ASSUMPTIONB: The conditions of TheoremA.2 hold for each element of ft*.

Note that Assumption B ensures that the conditions of Theorem A.2 hold for Xt = A'ft* with
o,, > 0 for every A, A'A= 1, given the positive definiteness of S, thus justifying the use of the

Cramer-Wold device.
Our next lemma provides a convenient approach to establishing the validity of bootstrap methods
in general situations similar to ours. Similar methods have been used by Liu and Singh (1992) and
Politis and Romano (1992), but to the best of our knowledge, a formal statement of this approach
has not previously been given.
LEMMAA.3: Let (2,
, P) be a completeprobabilityspace and for each c E Q let (A, W,Q.) be a
completeprobabilityspace. For m, n = 1, 2,... and each cvE Q define

Tm,Z(,c ) = Sin,n(,

) +Xm,n(, a)) + Yn6W),

where Sm, n(, ): A -> 9 and Xm,,z(, c): A 9 are measurable-N. Suppose also thatfor each A E A,
and Xm n(A,): Q 2are measurable-E; Let Yn: f-*9
be measurable- such
2->
Q
n(A, ): Q
that Yn=op(l).
Suppose there exist random variables Zn(,X) on (A, W,Q,) such that for each A E A, Z,t(A, ): Q
Sm,

9

is measurable-Y with P[Cn] -> 1 as n - oo, for

c
where Q

{cI Sm, I(, c) =Q Zn(, cv) as m -> oo},

denotes convergence in distributionunder the measure Q,, with
sup_ E TIFn(z,

where Fn(z, 0)

-F(z)I

= op(l),

QI[Z n(, ) < z] for some cumulative distributionfunction F, continuous on 9.

Suppose further that P[ Dn ]-

1 as n -> oo, for

lXm, n(, X)

Dnz{

Q.0 as m

oo},

where -*Q denotes convergence in probabilityunder Q,,,.
Letm =m=m
as n oo. Then for all ?> 0,
?

P{tvisupz
esQu[p_,,z(],

-)

z]-F(z) I > }0

asn -oo.

PROOF:The asymptotic equivalence lemma (e.g., White (1984, Lemma 4.7)) ensures that when
Sm,?n(, a)) =>Q. Z,Z(,a)) and Xm, n(, ) = oQ(1), it follows that Sm, n(, X ) + Xm n(, X ) =*Q Z,(, to),
which holds for all to in Cn n Dn, P[CIIn Dn] -> 1. It thus suffices to prove the result for
= Sm, k a)) + Yn(c).
Tm, ,)
I
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For notational convenience, we suppress the dependence of m" on n, writing m = m,, throughout. Pick > 0, and for 8 to be chosen below define
oI Itt
lyG)1

Azt,8-{

Because Yn= op(l)
] < 8/3,

and supIlFn(,w,z) - F(z)l = op(l), we can choose n sufficiently large that
and P[Cc] < 8/3.
BZc. n Cj cAZc ) we have IYn(,)l < 8. This and S,, cv( ) < z - 8 imply

P[Bn 8 ] < 8/3,

For tKE KTm.z,-,

vECK,l

) < z, so that for

<Z8]?

Qco[Sm,n(,c)?

Similarly, IYn(

I> 8}.

{cIsup IFn(z, )-F(z)

Bn,
P[I

> 16I

)I<

Subtracting QJ Sm, n( , c)

< z]

cv)

Qco[Snz,n(,

< Qj[S,n,n(,

)<Z]

*

Qco[Tm,n(,

St

< Z + 8, so that for

n(v)?z

<Z+8

*v)

cvEKn

].

from these inequalities for v EcK,, gives
8]-

<z-

O

<Qw[Tm,n(,
< QwO[Sm,

)? <z].

<Qc,[Tn(,

c)? < z imply

8 and Tm,z(,

-

<Z]

Q

<Z+

cI(v0)

cv)

Qc[Sm,n(,
[Sn

<z]
) <Z]

vn(

cv)

8] -QCSm,,z(,

<Z].

We argue explicitly using the second inequality; an analogous argument applies to the first. From the
triangle inequality applied to the last expression (which is nonnegative) we have
c)

Qcj7ITn;,,z(.

-

<z]

< IQw[Sm,

8]-

W)+v <Z

n(Q,

+ IQw[Sm

cv) <Z]

n(,

+ IFJ,(z+ 8,c)

+ IF(z + 8)

-

cv) <z]

n('

Q.Sn

-

+8,c)I

Fn(z

1)I

-Fn(z,

F(z + 8)1 + IFn(z,c) - F(z)l

F(z)l.

For cvE Knt(c C) we can choose n (hence m) sufficiently large that each of the first two terms is
bounded by 8/7, uniformly in z by Polya's theorem, given the continuity of Fn(, cv) for n sufficiently
large ensured by the uniform convergence of Fn to F and the continuity of F. For n sufficiently
large, the next two terms are each bounded by 8/7, uniformly in z for wcvEKn(cBC 8). The
continuity of F (uniformly) on 9 ensures that we can pick 8, sufficiently small that for n sufficiently
large, the last term is bounded by 8/7, uniformly in z, so that for cv Kn we have
n( ,

Qw[Tm,

c)

<z]

,

Q.I Sm,,z(

-

) <Z]

58/7,

uniformly in z. Analogous argument for the lower bound with cvE K,, gives
-

n( , c) <z]

< QJ[Tm

-58/7

Qco[Sm,n(,

cv) <Z],

so that uniformly in z
cv) <Z]

IQw[Tm,J(,

-

z)

Q[Svn,n(,

<z]

_

/7.

By the triangle inequality we have
supz (E IQ-[T7nn(, c) < z] -F(z)I

< supze I IQ.[Tm,n(, c) < Z]-Qco[Sn,n(, cv)?z]I
+ supz E= IQw[Snz, I(-, c) < zI-F(Fn(z,
+ supz e
< 5?/7

+

?/7

LF?,(z, ) -F(z)I
+

?/7

=

1)
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which ensures that the second term is bounded by
oK,t,
for all n sufficiently large and w
(Kt C C) and that the final term is also bounded by ?/7 (K CcB, 8). Thus K,, implies
(E9|Q.)[ Tmsj-,,a)) < z ]-F(
a)
Lizt fjsup_

z)I<

?/7

}

for all n sufficiently large. But 8 is
Q.E.D.

so that P[Lc]<P[Kc]<P[A
n,8]+P[Bn,8]+P[C]c<??
arbitrary,and the result follows.

PROOF OF THEOREM2.3: We prove only the result for (ii). That for (i) is immediate. We denote
ft*+ -f(Z0

(t)1

1 *).

T

Adding and subtracting appropriately

gives

T

1/2

n-

*=

-)

n1l/2(f

_

ft

t

T

t=R
T

T
I ft*+*T

=n1/2

-t+

T

f t+ T

]

t=R

tt +

T]

t=R
T

, Ift+

+n

T

tt

+*T]

t=R
+ ;2nz + ;3nX

-ln

with obvious definitions. Under Assumption B, Theorem A.2 ensures that l,t obeys the conditions
imposed on\Smn,, in Lemma A.3 with m = n and F(z) = qi(z/o-,). Applying West (1996, p. 1081) to
;2,t ensures that ;2,z -> 0 a.s., hence in probability-P, satisfying the conditions imposed on Y, in
Lemma A.3. The result follows from Lemma A.3 if P[ 6n = OQ(l)]-> 1 as n increases, where Q is
the probability distribution induced by the stationary bootstrap (conditional on Z1,...,ZT+ T) so
that ;3n satisfies the conditions imposed on Xn, m in Lemma A.3 with m =n. For notational
convenience, we suppress the dependence of Q on w.
By a mean value expansion, we have
T

g;n

n-

1/

T

v17*.

1/

ft

+

T

-

* (t

+ n
3)+~

P*)

/2

Vft.

T

--f(ZO(t)?

Wh

t + T =(

TS

TX

t=R

t=R

where

EW+,w t +

13*) and w*
1

t3)[ft+t

,

+T(

is the vector with elements
(j),

t

)/8

3]

1)X

(1t

with (3j),t a mean value lying between P, and 3*. Routine arguments deliver n 1/2_t =RWt+ T=
oQ(1) with probability-P approaching one. It remains to show that the first term of 6n vanishes in
probability-Q with probability-P approaching one.
To proceed,

we write

27

R?1

=

Vft*+*

R +1at-R+1-

Pt

-

3*), with

8t-R

+ 1-(

-

13)-

By Chebyshev's inequality

Q[In12

(y2*

-E Q ,2t ))I?8]

?2

varQ[n-1/2

E

(

EQ (2*))]

where EQ and varQ are the expectation and variance induced by probability measure Q.
- EQ(c2t ))] We now show that varQ[n 1/2yL n(*
.By Proposition 3.1 of P&R (1994a) and
Lemma A.1, {2t*} is stationary and a-mixing. Standard inequalities for a-mixing processes (e.g.,
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White (1984, Lemma 6.15)) ensure that
-EQ(t*))]
2
(Y-*

varQ [n 1/2

n-i
n- 1

(1 - r/n)covQ(YY2

) + 2 1

-varQ(Y1

T=

Yl +,T)

1

<varQ (Y ) + 2(21/2 + 1)[varQ(Yl )]1/2I1L22 -E(Yi*)IIQ,r
n - 1

n-i~~~~

X e ( 1- r/n ) a *C ,)l/2-1/r
T=

1

where IIYIIQ,r (EQIYI'r)l/r for some r > 2, and we make use of stationarity in writing the equality.
< 11i IIQ,r
Now M21- E(C )IIQ,r< 2II1 IIQ,rand [varQ(C )]1/2 = lly * -E(Y
)IIQ,2< 1i1i IIQ,2
(by Jensen's inequality). Thus,
varQ [n 1/2

EQ(t))]
t= 1

(11YI IIQ,r)2 1 + 4(2 1/2 + 1)

<

(1

T/n) a* ( T)l/2-l/r)

-

= IlEj,8j6IIQ,r
< Ejll8'j IIQ,r,
where rjl is the jth compoIIQ,r
By Minkowski's inequality,11=7
nent of VfR* T and 8j1 is the jth componentof ( iR* - 1*) = ( f - P*) for some randomly chosen
0, R < 0 < T. AssumptionC (law of iterated logarithm)ensures that for all t sufficientlylarge
(almost all t, a.a. t)

t1"21
iS

13jeI/oy(loglog toj)1/2 < 1 a.s.-P, where (oj is the jth diagonal element

-

of G. Thus, I ,jt - 3j*I?< j(loglog R,o)1"2/R1"2 for all t 2 R, a.a. R, a.s.-P, so that 1j I<
a.a. R, a.s.-P, where UT max1(o-. Thus, 1Ii*IIQ,r<
(-(log log R()T/2/Rl/2,
r< A < ??for all j,
a.a. R,
By AssumptionA.3, Il IIQ,
aRs.-P.
[T
r <XA(loglog RU)T/2/R1/2, a.a. R, a.s.-P.
a.s.-P (with r = 4d, d > 1), so that IIY7IIQ,
> 0. Then
Because qn = cn -/, we have a*4() < n exp( - cn') for r 2 n1++
n-1

n-1

(1
T=

n)-

a

l

(,)112-lr

1

n'1+8_l

<E
T=

n-1

+

(1-/ln)

1
T=

1

< (nW+-I1)

+ (n-

For all n sufficiently large (n
a*

<

T)

-1/r)n).

/2-1/r)n')<

-ny+9n1/2-llrexp(-c(

(

O
(1-7Tn)

1/2-ll/r

n+e)nl/2-l/rexp(-c(1/2

n-i

=

(1-T1n)[nexp(-cn--A

ny+

n

1, so that

.

1

Collecting together the foregoing inequalities gives that for a.a. R, a.s.-P,
varQ

[n 1/2

-

(y*

-

EQ(2*))]

< (1X2 2U2(og

log R

)/R)(1

+ 4(21/2

+ 1)n/+

).
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By assumption, (nWI /R)(log log R) - 0 as T - oo,ensuring that the variance on the left converges
to zero as was to be shown. It now follows that, a.s.-P,
n

n- 1/2 ,

(Y-t

-EQ(-y*

))-Q(1)

t= 1

and the desired result follows if

But n-1/2
T=RVft12T(nt--y)
t=1EQ(Yt*)=nn1/2
T

Vft*+
I( ft -

n- 1/2 E

=OP(1).

t=R

By West (1996, proof of (a), p. 1051),
T

Vf

n- 1/2

(

= FB[n- 1/2EH(t)]

=-

+ op(l).

t=R

Because n- 1/2 EH(t) = Op(l) (a consequence of West's Lemma 4.1(a) and the Chebyshev inequality), the desired result follows immediately when F = 0, and the proof of (ii.a) is complete.
When F 0 0 we use stronger conditions on n and R to reach the desired conclusion for (ii.b).
Elementary inequalities give
T
In-

/
t=R

Fft* ( fi 8-:
T

<n

,

/,E

t=R

j

T
,

,

t=R

j

< n-/

< (n1

Vj*,

1

1E

t=R

t+

T1

t

|

IVf.8,t+
TI(Jj

EIVt'fj*t+Tl

8
*I

(log log R(j)1/2 IRl

(-T(n /R)1/2

(log

and the second inequality follows
(-T=maxj(j
logarithm. It follows from Assumption A.3 that

where

n 1E
t=R

log

R

UT)1/,

j'

by application

of the law of the iterated

t+Tl=Op (1l)
E "Vfj*
j

by application of the law of large numbers for mixing processes (e.g., White (1984, Corollary 3.48)).
The result now follows as (n/R) (log log R) = o(1) trivially ensures (n/R)1/2 (log log R-a)1/2 = o(1).
Q.E.D.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION2.4: Immediate from Theorem 2.3 and the Continuous Mapping Theo-

rem.

Q.E.D.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION2.5: By definition
P[ i7 > n12c]

=P[maxk= l

Inl fk > n/2c].

But
P[maXk= 1.In1/2fk

> n112c]

2 P[nl/2f1
= P[n

> nl1/2c]

/2(f1-

E(f1* ))/wl,

> nl/2(C - E(f1

))/I11]l
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where o1l is the 1, 1 element of Q. Hence
P[V1>n'/2c]

> (1-

?<Z]-I(z)l,

I)(Zn))-SUpzIP[Z,

where zn = n /2[c -E(f1* )]/w1l < 0 and Zn =n1/2(f1 - E(f1*))/wll. As in the proof of Proposition
2.1, we can choose T sufficiently large that cI(zn) < ?/2 as well as sup,IP[Zn < z] - 1(z)I< ?/2, SO
that for all T sufficiently large P[VI > n1/2c] 2 1 - .
Q.E.D.
PROOFOFCOROLLARY
2.6: Let g: xk= 0 U -> 9+ 1 be defined as g(h) = (g(ho), g(h1),...,g(hl))
E
for h0,. .
EU. Let h be the (1 + 1)m x 1 vector h=(h0,hl,...,hj)'
and let E(h*)=
A mean value expansion gives
(E(h*), E(h*),...,E(h*))'.
- g(E(h*)))

n1/2(g()

=Dg n1/2(7

=Dg* n1/2(h

- E(h*))
-

E(h*)) + (Dg

-

Dg*)nl/2(h

-E(h*)),

where Dg is the (1 + 1) X m(l + 1) Jacobian matrix structured such that we obtain
nl/2(g(h)

-

-g(E(h*)))

- E(h)))

Dgnl/2(hk

in the kth row, where Dg is evaluated at a mean value lying between hk and E(h*). Dg* is
structured analogously but with elements evaluated at the appropriate components of E(h*).
It follows from Theorem 4.1 of West that n/2 (h- E(h* )) is Op(l), while this and the assumed
continuity of Dg ensures that Dg - Dg* = op(1). Consequently,
nl/2(g(h)-

g(E(h*)))

= Dg* n12(h

-

E(h)) + op(1).

It follows from the asymptotic equivalence lemma (e.g. Lemma 4.7 of White (1984)) and (e.g.)
Corollary 4.24 of White (1984) that
n1/2(g(h)

given that n1/2(h

-

- g(E(h*)))

E(h*))

=*

N(O, Dg*QDg*'),

N(O, Q) as ensured by West (1996, Theorem 4.1).

The resultsnow followby argumentsidenticalto those for Proposition2.2.
PROOFOFCOROLLARY
2.7: Identical to that of Corollary 2.4, mutatis mutandis.

Q.E.D.

PROOFOFCOROLLARY
2.8: Identical to that of Proposition 2.5, mutatis mutandis.

Q.E.D.
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